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Discipl ine 
 

Civi l r ights suit against board 

invest igators gets okay to proceed 
Strong case that investigators fabricated emergency, court says 

 

Citing a large variance in 
scores for a single pharmacy 
and a lack of detailed inspection 

records, the Supreme Court of Washington in November allowed a 
pharmacist whose license had been suspended in an emergency 
proceeding by the State Board of Pharmacy to continue with a civil rights 
suit against board inspectors (Michael S. Jones v. The State of 
Washington, et al.). 

 
The ruling reversed a lower court that had granted the board a 

summary dismissal of all of the claims brought by pharmacist Michael 
Jones in response to an emergency board action to shut down Jones's 
pharmacy, an action that resulted in the loss of the business and a five-
year suspension of Jones's license. 

 
The case began in December of 1998, when board Inspector Phyllis 

Wene gave Jones's pharmacy a score of 79 out of 100, an unsatisfactory 
total that subjects a pharmacy to discipline if not upgraded to 90 or better 
at the next inspection. By the time of Wene's second inspection in 
February of 1999, Jones had apparently pulled things together and scored 
a 94.    

 

The events leading to the lawsuit occurred during two later inspections 
in July and August of 1999. Wene and fellow inspector Stan Jeppesen 
gave the pharmacy a terrible score, a 48, during an inspection which 
Jones described as excessively antagonistic, saying "Jeppesen yelled at 
me and banged his hands"   (See Civil Rights suit, p. 3) 

 

State agency appeals cancellation of 
board member immunity 

 

Missouri's central licensing agency is 
appealing a decision by the state Supreme 
Court that lifted the immunity of chiropractic 
board members and made them liable for 

$6.3 million in damages for an allegedly botched discipline process, says

Issue: Alleged board misconduct 

in disciplinary proceedings  
 

Issue: Board member 

potential liability  
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a spokesman. The way the board's statute is written makes the board members 
uniquely vulnerable to liability, according to Travis Ford, communications director 
of the state Department of Insurance, Financial Institutions, and Licensing.  

 
As detailed in the September-October issue of PLR ("Court strips board 

members' immunity, finds them liable for $6.3 million"), the chiropractic board 
members found themselves exposed to a lawsuit by Gary Edwards, a 
chiropractor who had been the subject of an unsuccessful discipline action 
initiated by the board.  

 
The case against Edwards hit a wall when the Missouri Supreme Court 

ruled that the board had abused its discretion when it denied him access to 
several important pieces of potential evidence. On remand, the board let the 
case fall by the wayside and eventually Edwards brought suit for gross 
negligence, claiming the legal fees and lost business that the board's 
prosecution had imposed on him. 

 
Although lower courts were sympathetic to the board and accepted its 

claims of immunity, the Missouri Supreme Court stepped in. Citing as 
definitive a Missouri statute which states that the members of the Board of 
Chiropractic will only be held liable for their actions as adjudicators in the case of 
"gross negligence," the court allowed the suit to go to trial. The result was a $6.3 
million judgment against the individual board members.  

 
But in Missouri, said Ford, "[t]he statute for the chiropractic board is unique … 

No other licensing board has such a statute." He said that a similar case may have 
occurred 20 years ago, but the Department had not yet found anything. "This is 
highly unusual." 

 
No admission of guilt required for reciprocal  discipline  

 
An out-of-state consent order in which a licensee did not admit guilt can be 

used by the state dental board to impose reciprocal discipline, the Commonwealth 
Court of Pennsylvania ruled November 9, upholding the board's discipline of 
dentist Jeffrey R. Leidy (Jeffrey R. Leidy v. Bureau of Professional and 
Occupational Affairs, The State Board of Dentistry).  

 
Leidy had earlier been disciplined by Virginia, where he also has a license. The 

records of the Virginia Board of Dentistry show a dentist distracted and prone to 
organizational problems; of the six incidents catalogued in the Consent Order 
issued by the Virginia board against Leidy, three were mistakes that injured the 
patient, one would have done so, and two were serious lapses in record keeping 
and billing.  

 
In one incident, Leidy left the tip of a instrument embedded in a tooth. In 

another, his office filed a warrant in debt for $10,295 against a patient who had 
actually paid Leidy $500 more than the stated bill.  

 
The board sent notice to Leidy that a hearing of inquiry was to be held for the 

allegations, but the dentist opted instead to enter into a consent order, denying 
four of the charges but foregoing any ability to contest the facts alleged by the 
order during future hearings. Leidy agreed to pay a $6,000 fine, attend classes, 
and open up his books for better monitoring. 

 

The Missouri state law that deals with 
the organization of the chiropractic board 
(§331.100.5) states that “[m]embers of 
the board shall not be personally liable 
either jointly or separately for any act or 
acts committed in the performance of 
their official duties as board members 
except gross negligence.” 

Citing Missouri case law, the Court of 
Appeals defined “abuse of discretion” as 
a “ruling [that] is clearly against the logic 
of the circumstances before the court 
and is so arbitrary and unreasonable as 
to shock the sense of justice and indicate 
a lack of careful consideration.” 
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Eventually, the dental board of Pennsylvania, where Leidy had a second 
license, received a copy of the consent order and initiated a civil penalty process, 
which Leidy contested. After a hearing, the board fined Leidy $1,000 and he 
appealed to the Commonwealth Court. 

 
On appeal, Leidy argued that an older case, Khan v. State Board of Auctioneer 

Examiners, prevented the dental board from labeling the Virginia consent order as 
a disciplinary action and using it as a base of discipline in Pennsylvania. 

 
The court was not persuaded by this argument. Khan was a case involving 

auctioneers, who have their own regulating statutes which differ in many ways 
from those of Pennsylvania dentists. For instance, as the hearing examiner in this 
case noted, the consent order at issue in Khan was rejected because it did not 
involve a finding or admission of guilt by the licensee, which the regulating 
auctioneer statutes require for reciprocal discipline. 

 
Further, the court continued, because Leidy had waived the right to contest 

the violations in later proceedings with the Virginia board, the violations were 
officially deemed to have occurred. So "there can be no question that the Virginia 
consent order, which levied a $6,000 civil penalty and imposed other 
requirements on Licensee, was a disciplinary action taken by the Virginia board 
against him." 

 

Civil  rights case against board investigators    
(continued from page 1) 

 

on the pharmacy counter while Jones was working, and "Wene and Jeppesen 
stood on either side of me and made repeated demands in rapid-fire succession."         
 

Wene and Jeppesen returned in August for the follow-up inspection. Although 
Jones's score improved, it was still a desolate 56, low enough to subject Jones to 
sanctions. 

 
During the inspections of 1999, Jones was cited for many of the same 

infractions which had caused his pharmacy to receive an unsatisfactory rating in 
1998. However, infractions for which Jones had received minor reductions in his 
score in 1998 were suddenly given the maximum reductions allowed during the 
later inspection.  

 
Although the inspectors' reports listed the type of infractions which caused the 

score reductions, they mentioned nothing about the degree or circumstances of 
the offending elements, making it difficult to determine why the scoring 
discrepancies for the two years were so great. That fact later figured in the court's 
ruling in Jones's favor. 

 
After the second inspection failed to record a better score for Jones's 

pharmacy, the board held an emergency hearing—in which Jones was not invited 
to participate—and issued an order closing the pharmacy and suspending Jones's 
license immediately.  

 
The notice closing the pharmacy, delivered to Jones on August 17, explained 

that he would be able to request a "prompt" hearing, three and a half weeks later. 
He also had the option to submit a written motion challenging the action, the notice 
said. But if he did, he would waive any right to the expedited hearing. 

 

Leidy pointed out that no 
finding or admission of guilt 
had been recorded in the 
consent order he signed in 
Virginia. But the court found 
that the Board of Dentistry was 
not constrained by such a 
requirement and had the ability 
to impose reciprocal discipline 
regardless of a finding of guilt 
against the licensee. 
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Being in a financial bind, Jones filed the written motion, hoping that it would 
provide a faster resolution than the hearing. Unfortunately for him, the board, in 
succession, rejected the written challenge and then Jones's request for a quick 
hearing, scheduling a date of October 21, more than two months after the 
pharmacy was ordered closed. The board later moved for a continuance, pushing 
the date of the hearing off to December 7. 

 
In the meantime, Jones had lost his pharmacy and the means to pay for a 

defense. He decided to forego the hearing and in January entered into a 
settlement with the board wherein he stipulated to certain facts and legal 
conclusions, agreed to a five-year license suspension and the revocation of his 
pharmacy's license, and waived the right to a full hearing. 

 
Two years later, Jones decided to sue. Responding to a motion by the board, 

the trial court granted partial summary dismissal, but allowed the claims of due 
process violation, negligent supervision, and tortious interference with business to 
stand. But an appeals court rejected all of Jones's arguments, ruling that the 
inspectors were entitled to immunity, that Jones's due process rights had not been 
violated, and that he had failed to exhaust his administrative remedies. He then 
appealed to the Washington Supreme Court. 

 

That court was more sympathetic to Jones's claims. In order to 
make his constitutional claim stand up to a motion for dismissal, 
Jones would only have to show that a reasonable jury could decide 
that the two investigators really had fabricated an emergency at his 
pharmacy.  

 
This, the court said, Jones had done: "That Wene and Jeppesen 

fabricated an emergency that would justify a summary suspension is 
a conclusion that a reasonable juror might reach from (1) the radical 
change in scoring over time, (2) the lack of apparent reasons for the 
change, (3) Jones' insistence that many of the violations were not as 
bad as the inspection reports claims, and (4) the inspectors' 

aggressive behavior at Jones' pharmacy." 
 
As for the investigators' immunity, the court noted that immunity only applies to 

conduct which "is objectively reasonable when measured against clearly 
established law." If the investigators' had purposely fabricated evidence to shut 
down Jones's pharmacy, then this would be sufficient to remove their immunity 
from liability. 

 
Jones's claim to have exhausted his administrative remedies was also 

favorably met by the court. "Although Jones waived his right … to request a 
'prompt' hearing after the summary suspension, this waiver does not change the 
fact that the board reached a final determination, and thus Jones exhausted 
administrative remedies."  

 
The exhaustion doctrine's purpose is not to force a party to enter into the 

quickest resolution possible, because to do so would invite abuse of the process 
by administrative agencies, the court continued.  

 
"If an aggrieved party waived the expedited hearing, the agency could then 

prolong the proceedings, as the board did here … in hopes of forcing a settlement. 
That cannot be right." 

 
 

In his suit against the state, the board, 
its president, and the two investigators, 
Jones claimed, among other things, a 
violation of his rights to due process, 
negligent supervision, and tortious 
interference with his business. Board 
investigators Wene and Jeppesen, he 
claimed, arbitrarily assigned his pharmacy 
such low scores as to create an 
emergency which they knew would result 
in the closing of his business. 
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Late filing scotches appeal of discipline for stealing cell phone cover 
 
A doctor who was put on three years' probation after being convicted of petty 

theft lost his appeal because it was not filed within the statutory time limits 
(Sandor J. Woren v. Osteopathic Medical Board of California). In a December 17 
ruling, the Court of Appeal of California said that osteopathic physician Sandor 

Woren was more than a month late in filing his petition for a writ of mandate, and 
thus his appeal was barred by the statute of limitations. 

 
Woren was convicted in a jury trial of stealing a cell phone cover worth $6 or 

$7 from Home Depot. Related counts of battery on a peace officer and two counts 
of resisting a peace officer were reversed on appeal, but under a plea bargain 
Woren was convicted of one count of resisting a peace officer.  

 
In February 2008, the state Osteopathic Medical Board filed an accusation 

against Woren for engaging in dishonest or corrupt acts and conviction of a 
substantially related offense. An administrative law judge found that three years' 
probation was necessary to protect the public, and advised Woren that he could 
appeal within a limited time period. The effective date of the decision, December 
22, 2008, was the deadline. 

 
The court said that Woren's contention that a period for reconsideration runs 

for 30 days after the effective date of the board's decision was based on a 
misreading of the statute. 

 

Indefinite suspension properly imposed on sleeping licensee 

 
A nurse who admitted "dozing off" on occasion during his shifts lost his 

appeal of the indefinite suspension of his license in a November 23 decision by 
the Court of Appeals of Virginia (Alfon Maristela v. Virginia Board of Nursing). 
In the case, nurse Alfon Maristela argued that the state nursing board lacked 
sufficient evidence to impose the discipline and committed due process 

violations, but the court summarily affirmed the board's action. 
 
The board charged Maristela in June 2009 with failing to properly care for his 

patients, falsifying documents, and falling asleep during his shift; following a 
hearing the board voted to suspend his license for at least two years. 

 
In his appeal, Maristela contended that admission of the 

testimony of hospital employee Carla Hazelwood regarding 
statements made three years prior by a "Patient B" violated his 
constitutional right to confront witnesses. He also argued that an 
investigative report prepared by a board investigator was incomplete 
because he, Maristela, was not interviewed. 

 
The court found no error in admitting the investigator's report 

because it was based on interviews of nurses and patients and 
documentation of actions by Maristela, and a certified letter and an 

email to Maristela were returned unclaimed.  
 
Regarding the admission of reported statements by Patient B, the court found 

that Maristela had not cited any principles of law, or legal authorities, or the record 
to fully develop his arguments. In upholding the discipline, the court said the board 
had the authority to make the decision it did, and did so within the statutory limits 
of its discretion. 

There was ample evidence, including 
Maristela's own admission, that he slept 
during his shifts, the court noted. In 
answer to a question from the board 
Maristela said, "I get like sleepy, but I 
cannot—you know, I don't sleep like snore 
and sleep for hours." When asked if he 
would "doze off," he responded, "Doze off. 
That's all."  

 

Issue: Statutory time limits 

for discipline appeals  
 

Issue: Sufficient evidence 
for imposing discipline  
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Innocent mistake? No  

Omission on application was "willful" deception, court says 
 
A Maryland court upheld a board sanction against a physician who claimed 

that his failure to mention a pending malpractice suit on a license application was 
an inadvertent omission and therefore not a "willful" deception, as required to 
draw sanction under state law (Charles Y. Kim v. Maryland State Board of 

Physicians). On December 3, the Court of Special Appeals of Maryland handed 
down a ruling that rejected several arguments by physician Charles Kim in his 
appeal of sanctions imposed by the Maryland State Board of Physicians because 
of the omission. 

 
Kim's troubles began in 2005, when he was named a defendant in a 

malpractice suit set to go to trial in November 2006. Although Kim disclosed the 
existence of the case in an application for reappointment at the hospital where he 
worked in February 2006, he failed to mention it on a state license renewal 
application he submitted in August of that year.  

 
After it discovered the omission, the board placed Kim on 

probation and imposed a $5,000 fine. 
 
Kim appealed the board's decision. He first contested the 

board's use of his statement mentioning his conflicting court date 
to initiate the investigation which led to the discovery of the 
malpractice suit. Because the statement was made during a Case 
Resolution Conference, Kim claimed, it was inadmissible 
because such conferences are intended to be confidential. 

 
The court rejected this first argument for two reasons. Citing 

precedent, it explained that although the resolution conferences 
are confidential, "issues concerning the mere logistics of a CRC 
are not entitled to confidentiality or any special treatment"; the 
scheduling of a conference is not a matter for confidentiality.  

 
Even if it were, the court continued, "the only 'use' the board made of the 

statement was to initiate an investigation that engendered evidence, derived 
completely from an independent source, that appellant made false statements on 
his licensure application."  

 
The regulations controlling the conferences, said the court, only prevent the 

board from using information not available from other sources. 
 
Kim also argued that he could not be charged with making false statements in 

the practice of medicine because the filing of a licensure application cannot be 
considered to be within the "practice of medicine" as that phrase is defined by 
Maryland regulations. Indeed, while the pertinent regulation, as written on its face, 
only includes diagnosis, healing, treatment and surgery, the judicially-expanded 
version of the rule is much broader.  

 
As the court explained, the exclusion of dishonesty in license applications from 

the definition of "unprofessional conduct" would create unreasonable results. Such 
conduct is "sufficiently intertwined with the 'effective delivery of patient care.'" The 
ALJ in this case noted that a physician's failure to disclose the existence of a 
medical malpractice lawsuit on his license renewal application "constitutes serious 

Issue:  Establishment of 
intention to deceive  

 

The omission was only discovered 
because Kim informed the board he would 
not be able to attend a “Case Resolution 
Conference,” a meeting with agents of the 
board to find a resolution in an unconnected 
proceeding against him, because he had a 
court date elsewhere.  

A board employee did some research and 
discovered the malpractice proceedings, 
which led the board to charge Kim with 
several violations of the Maryland Medical 
Practice Act, including unprofessional 
conduct, making false statements in the 
practice of medicine, and making false 
statements on licensure applications. 
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misconduct that (1) may involve substantial risk of harm to patients, and (2) may 
diminish the standing of the medical profession as caregivers." 

 
For his last significant point, Kim argued that the omission of the malpractice 

suit on his license application had been inadvertent and, that, in any case, he had 
not intended to deceive the board. As a result, he argued, his statements were not 
"willful" as required for discipline under the sections of the code that prohibit 
making false statements. 

 
Incorrect, said the Court. "The correct standard is whether appellant 

intentionally, non-accidentally, and non-inadvertently, made false statements on 
his application."  

 
Kim's claim to have accidentally omitted the information was not credible, the 

court found. "We agree with the ALJ that the overwhelming evidence 
demonstrates that [Kim] had actual knowledge of the malpractice case filed 
against him when he filled out his application on August 15, 2006." Kim's 
argument that a language barrier caused the omission was similarly rejected, and 
his inclusion of the information on his application for re-appointment to his hospital 
weighed against his claim to have inadvertently omitted the suit in his licensure 
application. 

 
Ironically, it appears that evidence of past competence helped doom Kim's 

appeal of the sanctions. In response to his claim that a language barrier was the 
source of the error, the Court stated that Kim is "an intelligent and board-certified 
professional" and noted his 30 years of medical practice in Maryland, which 
included 15 prior license renewal applications.  

 
"Based on the foregoing discussion, we conclude that substantial evidence 

supported the conclusion that appellant intended to make false statements on his 
license renewal application, and that his responses were neither accidental nor 
inadvertent." 

 

Appeals court  restores sanct ion for incompetent  pract ice in specialty area  
 

A series of court rulings in South Carolina reversed and then restored a 
decision by the State Board of Dentistry which imposed sanctions on a 
dentist for the incompetent practice of orthodontics (Robert J. Lagroon v. 
South Carolina Department of Labor, Licensing and Regulation, State 
Board of Dentistry).  

 
Rejecting the claim of the licensee, Robert Lagroon, that the state dental board 

had improperly held him to the standard of an orthodontist, on September 24 the 
South Carolina Court of Appeals reversed a circuit court decision and held that the 
board acted appropriately when it sanctioned Lagroon.  

 
The misconduct at issue occurred during Lagroon's treatment of a patient, a 

minor identified as MD, for whom he performed several orthodontic procedures 
despite appearing not to have a firm grip on the needed skills. 

 
 Members of the board—along with Linn Tompkins, a board-certified dentist 

and orthodontist who provided testimony on the standard of care—listed a number 
of flaws in Dr. Lagroon's treatment of MD: The initial examination of the patient did 
not result in a recorded diagnosis or goal, Lagroon missed and did not intend to 
treat MD's misaligned bite, braces on MD's lower teeth seemed to have no 
purpose at all, and the treatment plan of MD's overbite would have actually 

Issue:  Applicable standards for 

competent practice of specialty  
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worsened that problem. Exacerbating the case was Lagroon's failure to document 
treatment at all stages. 

 
Presented with this testimony, as well as evidence that Lagroon had employed 

an unlicensed dental hygienist, the board sanctioned Lagroon. In a two-stage 
sanctions process, the board gave hime a choice between a one-year suspension 
of his license or a $10,000 fine and five years of probation, during which he would 
be subjected to monitoring and required to complete ethics courses. 

 
During the appeals process, an administrative law court upheld the sanction, 

then a circuit court reversed the sanctions, persuaded by Lagroon's argument that 
the board had improperly held him to the standards of an orthodontist, a specialty 
certification that Lagroon did not need in order to practice. 

 
In its successful defense before the circuit court, the dental board argued that it 

had not held Lagroon to the standard of an orthodontist; instead it had only held 
Lagroon to the standard of "a licensed dentist providing orthodontic services." 
Although Tompkins, the expert witness, was a board-certified orthodontist, the 
court said, "a specialist in a medical profession may testify to the standards 
applicable to general practitioners"—and Tompkins "unequivocally" stated 
Lagroon did not meet the standard of care. 

 
Although Lagroon was not required to maintain the standard of a specially 

certified orthodontist, he was still obligated to maintain the standards of a dentist in 
whatever specialties he undertook, an obligation the board determined Lagroon 
did not meet. 

 
After upholding the basis of Lagroon's discipline, the Court of Appeals 

proceeded to affirm the sanctions, saying that they both "conveyed an intimate 
understanding of Dr. Lagroon's violations" and indicated a desire by the board that 
Lagroon improve his practices before performing orthodontics again. Tompkins 
echoed the motive behind the sanctions: the case "turned out to be a very bad 
situation in an untrained person's hands." 

 

Permanent practice limitation upheld in standard of care case 

 
Substantial evidence supported the Ohio medical board's indefinite 

suspension of a doctor's license and its permanent requirement that the 
doctor use an outside dermatopathologist to read all biopsy and tumor 

slides, the Court of Appeal of Ohio, Tenth Appellate District, held November 18 
(Larry Little v. State Medical Board of Ohio). 

 
The physician, Larry Little, was disciplined for his treatment of nine patients 

with basal or squamous cell carcinomas. He performed the procedures 
electrodessication and curettage or cryosurgery, instead of a treatment known as 
the Mohs Micrographic Surgical procedure, which is considered the standard of 
care for recurrent tumors. When Little appealed the board's suspension and 
practice limitation, a trial court affirmed the board's actions. 

 
In his next appeal, Little argued that his conduct did not depart from the 

minimal standard of care and was wrongly compared to the optimal standard of 
care. The appeals court, however, said the board's expert had "unequivocally" 
applied the minimal standard of care multiple times in stating her opinion that 
Little's ability to read his own patients' slides was inadequate, and substantial, 
reliable, and probative evidence supported the disciplinary actions. 

Issue:  Minimal standard of care  
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C o urt  r es to res  l i c en s e  r evo c a t io n  t h a t  ea r l i e r  c o ur t  c a l l ed  a rb i t ra ry  
 

Following the reversal of a license revocation it imposed on a nurse from 
Ghana—which a circuit court held was an unreasonable, arbitrary and capricious 
action—the Alabama nursing board prevailed on appeal. The Alabama Court of 
Civil Appeals struck down the earlier ruling and restored the revocation in an 
October 29 decision (Alabama Board of Nursing v. Elizabeth Nalugo Kirya). The 

revocation was imposed for numerous violations of an earlier probation order 
placed on the nurse by the board. 

 
The board suspended Elizabeth Kirya's nursing license in 2004 following a 

series of incidents which included subscribing medication without 
documentation and practicing as a nurse practitioner without the 
required collaborative doctor.  

 
Kirya's license was eventually restored and she was placed on 

probation. But as conditions of probation, Kirya was required to 
submit monthly self-reports, submit a quarterly report from her 
employer—with a negative report admissible as a parole violation— 
and maintain her license. 

 
Kirya failed to meet these conditions. She did not send the 

board ten months' worth of reporting, and, of the three required 
employer reports, only one was filed, and that one was negative. It 
said that Kirya had been fired for failing to respond to an urgent 
care issue with one of her patients. Then, in December 2008, 
Kirya's license lapsed because she did not renew it.  

 
The board said it did not receive replies to its letters to Kirya, 

although a board investigator testified that this could have been the 
result of problems with the board's mail system. In March 2009, the 
board initiated discipline against Kirya. 

 
At a hearing in May 2009, Kirya explained that she had missed 

the required self-reports because she had traveled to Uganda to 
visit her mother, then was further delayed because she contracted 
malaria. However, she testified that she had prepared self-reports 
until May 2008 and had given them to her husband to mail 
accordingly. She also stated that she had replied to all the letters 
from the board that she had received about the deficiencies, and 
that she had left the hospital for health reasons, not as a result of 
discipline. A hospital representative backed her up on this claim, 
also noting that Kirya's actions had not had a negative impact on 
the health of the patient involved in the incident. 

 
Last, Kirya testified that she had let her license lapse because 

she was distracted by the radiation treatment she had been 
receiving at the time for hyperthyroidism.  

 
At the conclusion of the hearing, the hearing officer 

recommended lengthening Kirya's probation. Unsatisfied with this 
penalty, the board instead revoked Kirya's license in July 2009. The 
appeals court held that substantial evidence existed for the board to 
have decided that Kirya failed to submit her monthly self-reports, 

and because she violated the specific terms of her probation, the board acted 
within its discretion in revoking her license. 

Issue:  Appropriateness 
of disciplinary sanction  

 

The circuit court and the appeals court 
took opposite views of Kirya's case. 

 
The circuit court reversed the board!s 

revocation and adopted the extended 
probation suggested by the hearing officer. 
The board had no valid reason for 
discounting Kirya!s testimony that she had 
mailed the required monthly reports, it had 
no reason to credit the employer report that 
stated Kirya had been terminated from her 
hospital job, it could not be sure that its 
letters to Kirya ever reached their 
destinations, and Kirya had a reasonable 
and legitimate cause for neglecting to 
renew her license the court said. “In the 
end, there can be little doubt that the 
imposition of the harsh sanction of 
revocation of Kirya!s nursing license is 
clearly erroneous in view of the reliable, 
probative, and substantial evidence on the 
whole record and amounts to an 
unreasonable, arbitrary, or capricious 
decision, or is one characterized by an 
abuse of discretion.”  

 
The Court of Civil Appeals reversed the 

circuit court!s decision and upheld the 
revocation. The central pillar of its decision 
was a past case in which the board, 
because of reporting failures, had revoked 
the license of a nurse placed on probation 
for committing bank fraud. Although the 
nurse in the older case had been 
specifically singled out for continued 
monitoring due to the dishonest nature of 
her crimes, the court felt that similarity 
enough existed between that case and 
Kirya!s. Kirya!s probation was legitimate 
and her violations, although accompanied 
by excuses, were still violations.  
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Compe tition 
 

Fine of  surgeon for "technique comparison" chart  was proper 
 

A  dermatologic surgeon whose website advertised, starting around 
2001, that her liposuction services were safer and gentler than those of 
plastic surgeons in hospitals lost her appeal of a  penalty imposed by the 
Texas medical board. There was substantial evidence to support the 
board's conclusion that the doctor's comparisons were false, misleading, 

and deceptive, the Court of Appeals of Texas, Third District, found November 18 
(Kimberly A. Finder v. Texas Medical Board). 

 
The dermatologist, Kimberly Finder, operated a clinic specializing in outpatient 

liposuction and other cosmetic facial procedures for women. Because her website 
claimed that the outpatient procedure involved less anesthesia risk, shorter 
recovery time, and less risk of perforation and scarring than plastic surgeons' 
procedures in hospitals, the Texas Medical Board found her in violation of board 
advertising curbs, and imposed a $5,000 disciplinary penalty. A district court 
upheld the discipline. 

 
In her appeal, Finder made several arguments relating to the board's evidence 

in the case, all of which the court rejected. Among her contentions was that the 
board applied a "surprise" unpublished standard in evaluating her advertising, 
because rather than the "false, misleading or deceptive" standard, one expert had 
used an "unfair comparison" standard, while another had used a standard 
deeming all comparisons misleading unless they are always true.  

 
The court, however, said that the experts' differing definitions of false or 

misleading in their conclusions do not affect the ability of the board to rely on the 
remainder of the experts' testimony and rule based on the board's own standard. 

  
Another one of Finder's arguments was that allowing two of her competitors in 

San Antonio to testify as experts created an improper conflict of interest. Under a 
board rule, experts are disallowed from testifying if they are "in the same 
geographical medical market as the subject of the complaint" and "in direct 
competition with the physician or know the physician." This law applies only to 
experts in standard-of-care disciplinary cases, but Finder argued that "a conflict is 
a conflict" and no rational basis exists for a different standard in her case. 

 

                              "Technique Comparison" on Finder's website 
 

Consideration  Tumescent Technique  IV Sedation & General Anesthesia 
 
Physicians  Dermatologic Surgeon   Plastic Surgeon 
Anesthesia  Local anesthesia   General anesthesia 
Procedure  Gentle    Rough and hurried 
Recovery time Resume activities   More discomfort. Bed rest for 3-7 days. Hospitalization may be required. 
Surgery  After surgery 45 min walk recommended  Hospitalization may be required  
  Minimal blood loss 
  Reduced bruising and swelling 
Scarring  Minimal. Smaller incisions drain then close  Increased. Larger incisions often sutured 
  naturally  
Perforation of None. Patient is awake. Virtually impossible Possible. Patient unconscious. Punctures can occur due to vigorous  
Internal body organs with gentle suctioning action  suctioning. 

 

Issue:  Curbs on language used 
in professional advertising  
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The court refused to second-guess the board, noting that currently there is no 
statute or rule preventing testimony by competing physicians in non-standard-of-
care cases. "The potential biases of the board's witnesses fall within the ALJ's 
judgments regarding the credibility of the experts and the weight to be afforded 
their testimony," the board said. 

 

L i f e t i m e  r e v o c a t i o n  t o o  s e v e r e  a  p e n a l t y  f o r  e m p l o y i n g  c a p p e r  
 

The Dental Board of California abused its discretion in imposing a lifetime 
license revocation on a dentist who engaged in "capping," or paying a third 
person to procure patients, the Court of Appeal of California, Second Appellate 
District decided November 19 (Levon Solak v. Dental Board of California). 
 
Although the board's determination of misconduct was supported by 

substantial evidence, and capping is a felony in Ohio and some other states, the 
court returned the case to the board for reconsideration of the sanctions against 

the dentist, Levon Solak. 
 
Following a police sting operation, authorities filed felony charges 

against Solak in December of 2007. His attorney instructed Solak to 
plead nolo contendere to the charges, in the apparently erroneous belief 
that such a plea would protect Solak from discipline by the board, which 
itself filed charges in May of 2008.  

 
The board used documentary evidence against Solak, as well as the 

testimony of the alleged capper, Gonzalez, who stated that although 
Solak paid him for "advertising," Gonzalez only performed a capping 
service and never placed any advertisements for the dentist, "such as 
billboards, circulars, print or broadcast media."  

 
At the conclusion of the hearing, the board determined that Solak 

committed violations of Ohio's dental practice act and issued a lifetime 
revocation of his license, stating as justification for the decision that 
because Solak expressed no remorse and maintains that he committed 
no wrong, it was likely "he may engage in similar conduct in the future." 
Solak appealed twice, first to a trial court which found in favor of the 
board, then to the Court of Appeal. 

 
That court agreed with the trial court's determination that "the evidence is 

overwhelming that Solak paid Gonzalez and that he was doing so with another 
marketer." But the court was more sympathetic to Solak's second argument, that 
the sanctions imposed on him were an abuse of the board's discretion. 

 
In its decision, the court cited the dental board's own rules regarding the 

appraisal of aggravating and mitigating factors. The board failed to consider 
Solak's lack of a criminal record, his compliance with probation orders, his 
previously clean record, and the lack of evidence of substandard care of the 
patients involved in the capping. 

 
The court also noted that the board failed to provide evidence as to how 

Gonzalez procured patients for Solak. "We think the way in which Gonzalez 
procured patients is relevant to the appropriate penalty. As agent Froeschner 
testified, 'advertising' is not capping. Yet, it is also true that advertising is not 
limited to billboards or print and broadcast media. The burden was on the dental 
board to support the penalty with sufficient evidence." 

Issue:  Severity of sanction 
for an advertising infraction  

 

The case against Solak began with 
the criminal investigation of a “known 
"capper,!” Jairo E. Gonzalez, who 
authorities discovered was bringing 
patients into Solak!s clinic for a fee.  

Enlisted by police into a sting 
operation, Gonzalez donned an 
electronic transmitter and went to 
Solak!s clinic to offer his services.  

During their conversation, Solak 
said that “he wanted to do business 
with Gonzalez but he 'wanted to do it 
right.!" Solak insisted that Gonzalez 
sign a contract prepared by an attorney 
and that Gonzalez be put on payroll, 
"basically making everything legal.” 
Solak told Gonzalez that he was using 
another capper, adding that his current 
“marketer” did not bring as many 
patients into the office as Gonzalez. 
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Solak's lack of remorse for his crimes should be taken with a grain of salt, the 
court said. His nolo contendere plea—which the board cited as evidence of his 
lack of remorse—was only his attorney's attempt to shield Solak from discipline, 
an attempted legal trick and nothing more. 

 
Last, the board ignored evidence that Solak had tried to rehabilitate himself, 

particularly the conversation he had with Gonzalez in which he tried to make legal 
their relationship by adding Gonzalez to the payroll. 

 
"In short, given the circumstances of this case, it was a manifest abuse of 

discretion to impose the maximum penalty—the lifetime forfeiture of Solak's dental 
license. Under the dental board's disciplinary guidelines, even the minimum 
penalty requires proof that the 'unlawful practice was extensive.' The board's 
showing on that issue was weak."  The dental board must impose an appropriate 
penalty, the court concluded. 

 

T est ing 
  

No leeway for applicant who failed to turn in essay exam on time 
 

The Supreme Court of Utah denied, on December 5, the appeal of a bar 
applicant who was prohibited from finishing his bar exam due to his failure to 
timely submit his answers to the essay portion of the test (Ryan McBride v. Utah 

State Bar). The case was unusual for the fact that, because McBride had since 
retaken and passed the bar exam, the claims of both parties were nominally 

moot. 
 
McBride sat for the July 2009 bar exam, where applicants were given the 

choice between typing and hand-writing their answers. Because budgetary 
constraints prohibited the Bar from providing the necessary wireless Internet 
bandwidth for the test-takers to submit their answers at the testing center itself, all 
typing applicants were required to take their laptops, with the essay portion of their 

test locked inside specially-designed software, to another location and 
upload their answers after the test.  

 
Despite advance warnings, McBride did not submit his answers by 

the deadline and only became aware of the problem the next morning 
when the exam proctor informed him he would not be allowed to 
continue the test. McBride filed an appeal with the Bar Admissions 
Committee, which denied his request by applying a rule which deals 
with incomplete bar applications.  

 
McBride asked the Committee to review his case under a different 

rule, one which addresses deficiencies in the administration of the test. 
This appeal was also denied. Undaunted, McBride appealed to the 
Supreme Court, arguing that the Bar denied him procedural and 
substantive due process and equal protection of the law, that the Bar 
examiners had applied the incorrect rule to his situation, and that the 
Bar enforced an unreasonable rule. 

 
That court's review began with a discussion of whether the case was moot, a 

necessary action given the fact that McBride had, in the meantime, already taken 
the exam a second time and passed. Although neither McBride nor the Bar moved 
to dismiss the case for mootness, the court decided to address the issue on its 
own, finding that it was indeed allowed to do so for reasons of public interest. 

Issue: Candidate appeals of 
licensing exam results 

 

According to the court, applicants were 
informed seven separate times that the 
deadline to upload their answers was 10 
p.m. the day that the written portion of the 
exam was administered. Failure to 
conform to that timetable would result in 
disqualification from the rest of the exam. 
Technical support was available to 
applicants who had trouble uploading their 
answers and applicants were also told 
that an attempt to upload their answers, 
even if unsuccessful, would allow them to 
continue the test. Only those applicants 
who did not even make such an attempt 
would be barred from the rest of the 
exam. 
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The court rejected all of McBride's arguments. It found that he had more than 
adequate notice and an opportunity for his case to be heard. McBride, it said, was 
adequately warned of the consequences of his actions by the seven separate 
notices he had received about the submission deadline.  

 
As for an opportunity to be heard, McBride's interest in taking the exam was 

not great enough to merit the requirement of a hearing before he would be barred 
from its completion; the ability to practice law is not a fundamental right and, 
besides, McBride would be able to take the test again after a short time, as, in 
fact, he did. The risk of erroneous deprivation was low, given the several layers of 
appeal to which McBride had recourse. Finally, the Bar had a high interest in 
denying his request because the administrative burden of acceding to all such 
requests would be too high. 

 

McBride's substantive due process and equal protection arguments were more 
quickly dismissed. Because the denial of requests like McBride's was rationally 
related to the legitimate purpose of lowering the administrative burden of the bar 
exam, the denial was constitutionally permissive.  

 

In addition, the court said, the Bar had only to show a rational basis for treating 
applicants taking the exam on a laptop differently than those handwriting their 
answers—easily done given the prohibitive cost of providing a means for test-
takers to upload their answers on the exam site. 

 

Finally, the court dealt with McBride's litany of claims under his argument that 
the Bar had acted unreasonably, causing him hardship for trivial purposes. "[W]e 
find nothing unreasonable about the deadline or the consequences for failing to 
meet it. The Bar must establish various deadlines for its applicants. … This is not 
an unexpected notion given that many procedural rules provide harsh penalties for 
merely technical violations." 

 
 

Lic ensing 
 

Challengers of mental health history questions may 
stay anonymous in ACLU class action  

 
After warding off another round of challenges, a class-action lawsuit by 

the American Civil Liberties Union, which seeks to prevent the Indiana 
State Board of Law Examiners from considering the mental health of its 
applicants for licensure, will continue with the civil rights organization able 

to protect the identities and mental health histories of its class members (Amanda 
Perdue v. The Individual Members of the Indiana State Board of Law Examiners).  

 
On December 23, the United States District Court for the Southern District of 

Indiana, Indianapolis Division, denied a motion for reconsideration filed by the 
board which sought to ascertain the identity of the anonymous members 
represented by the ACLU as well as the mental history of the named class 
representative, Amanda Perdue, an Illinois attorney who is seeking admission to 
the Indiana Bar. 

 
There have been several rulings in the case to date. To bolster its case for 

class certification, the ACLU introduced affidavits from five anonymous bar 
applicants it purported to represent. The board responded by requesting, as part 

Issue:  Screening license 
applicants' mental health history 
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of discovery, the identities of the five as well as the mental health history of 
Perdue.  

 
The matter went before a magistrate judge who found in favor of the 

ACLU, denying the board their discovery on these two issues because the 
harm of the intrusions on the privacy of the plaintiffs outweighed the 
possible benefits to be gleaned from such queries, especially in light of the 
nature of the lawsuit, which was, of course, intended to stop the board from 
asking applicants for that very information. The board filed a motion for 
reconsideration and the court responded, eventually rejecting the motion. 

 
In its challenge, the board had argued that the denial of its request for 

the identities of the anonymous applicants was improper because the 
assertions of those applicants needed to be tested in order to decide 
whether the ACLU will have standing to sue on their behalf. Not so, said the 
court: "The argument misses the mark. An organization need not identify its 
members in order to have standing. … The board, which apparently seeks 
to do little more than verify the substance of the affidavits, failed to show 
necessity." 

 
As for the information the board wanted from Perdue, the board argued that it 

was entitled to the information because it would be "necessary to ascertain 
whether Perdue meets the criteria for a qualified individual with a disability under 
the ADA and whether her condition constitutes a direct threat to public safety." 

 
The court was not persuaded. Perdue had already furnished a significant 

amount of information, it said, and that information which she did not give was 
protected from discovery by the nature of her suit. "Perdue's underlying legal 
theory establishes that the probative value of additional information is exceedingly 
limited. Perdue argues that being required to answer the Bar application questions 
affirmatively equates to being regarded as having an impairment. A 'regarded as' 
claim focuses on 'defendant's state of mind,' meaning related evidence will be 
readily available to the defendant. … The need for evidence relating to the factual 
backdrop of Perdue's health is further lessened where, as here, the gist of this 
case is a facial challenge." 

 

Board has power to regulate do-it-yourselfers, court rules 
 

In a decision at variance with the laws of several other states, a 
Massachusetts court extended regulatory power to the state plumbing board 
over do-it-yourself work performed by homeowners with neither a plumbing 
license nor a permit (Ernst J. Meyer v. Town of Nantucket).  

 
The December 6 decision by the Appeals Court of Massachusetts gives the 

Board of State Examiners of Plumbers and Gas Fitters the power to fine and 
inspect plumbing jobs done by property owners within their own homes. 

 
The case began in 2007, when Ernst J. Meyer, a retired ophthalmologist, 

applied to the Nantucket building commission for a permit to install plumbing in a 
home he was building in the town. The commissioner turned down the application, 
telling Meyer that only licensed plumbers may install plumbing work in 
Massachusetts.  

 
Meyer decided to continue without the permit, and had installed the majority of 

his plumbing system by November of 2008, when the Nantucket plumbing 

Issue:  Board authority over 
homeowners doing plumbing   

 

The lawsuit originated in 1998, 
when Perdue applied to take the 
Indiana Bar Exam and was asked 
questions about her mental health. 
An affirmative answer to one 
question prompted the board to ask 
Perdue additional questions and 
send her to be evaluated by the 
state!s Lawyer Assistance 
Program. Perdue objected to the 
questions, withdrew her application 
and filed suit—with the help of the 
state ACLU —seeking to prevent 
the board from asking such 
questions of its applicants. 
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inspector caught wind of what he was doing and issued an order both for Meyer to 
cease the work and to remove the already-installed plumbing. 

 
 The board upheld the inspector's decision to require the removal 

of the plumbing, stating that the order, though "burdensome," was 
"reasonable 'in light of the fair warning [given] to Meyer." Meyer 
appealed to Superior Court, which upheld the decision of the board, 
and then again to the Appeals Court. 

 
Meyer maintained that the regulations controlling plumbers do not 

apply to homeowners doing their own work, such as himself. 
Consequently, he said, the board's decision to uphold the inspector's 
cease and removal orders exceeded its authority and were void. He 
also argued that if the board did have that authority, then that would 
be a violation of his rights to due process. 

 
While the court found both Meyer's and the board's interpretation 

of the plumbing rules plausible —Meyer believed that, because the 
statute uses terms such as "work" and "journeyman," it is only 
referring to paid plumbing work—it deferred to the agency on this 
question.  

 
The court showed obvious sympathy to Meyer's situation but, going back to the 

set of regulatory decisions begun by Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. National Resources 
Defense Council, Inc., the court stated that because the law in question was 
ambiguous, it was required to defer to the interpretation of the agency—here, the 
board—as long as that interpretation could reasonably be reconciled with the 
intent of the statute.  

 
After determining that the purpose of the law "was to protect the health and 

safety of the public by providing for safe plumbing," and not the protection of 
consumers, as Meyer had argued, the court gave deference to the board's 
interpretation: "Regulations prohibiting unlicensed individuals—even non-
professionals working in their own homes—from performing plumbing work are 
clearly consonant with this prophylactic purpose." 

 
Meyer's desire to install his own plumbing was not consonant with a funda-

mental constitutional right, the court said, and the state certainly had the power to 
legislate in the realm of public safety and health with regards to the installation and 
maintenance of plumbing, so Meyer's due process challenge could not stand. 

 
However, Meyer was able to prevent the destruction of his already-completed 

plumbing system. The court found a middle ground in the case, ruling that the 
inspector and board had indeed overstepped their authority by ordering the 
removal of Meyer's installed water system before determining whether it was up to 
code. The board's interpretation of this law was invalid because the regulations 
"plainly envision that an order of removal will be predicated on a finding by the 
inspector that there is 'evidence of unskilled or inferior workmanship' and that any 
such finding will be made "at the time of inspection." 

 
The board had argued that because Meyer was unlicensed, it could legally 

presume his work to be unskilled and inferior. Although Meyer violated the law 
when he installed the plumbing, "the removal remedy available to inspectors … is 
not directed at all defects or violations of law, but specifically at 'Defective 
Materials and Poor Workmanship,'" the court said. 

 
 

Meyer appealed the inspector's order 
to cease the work to the board. He 
claimed that homeowners like himself 
were not subject to the laws and 
regulations controlling the plumbing 
profession, but his arguments were not 
successful. Of the three classes of 
plumbers who must be licensed in 
Massachusetts, said the board—master 
plumbers, journeyman plumbers, and 
apprentice plumbers—the journeyman 
category, defined as a “person who 
himself does any work in plumbing and 
gas fitting, subject to inspection under any 
law, rule or regulation,” was broad enough 
to include homeowners doing their own 
plumbing, the court found. 
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Here, the board explicitly declined to make any findings regarding the scope of 
Meyer's work, or whether the work was done per the plumbing code, the court 
said. "Its determination to uphold the order of removal, therefore, was premature 
and unsupported by substantial evidence." 

 

Take Note 
 

 
Revocations of Enron-linked 

accountants under cloud 

 
According to records obtained by the 
Associated Press, the Texas Board of 
Public Accountancy has spent $3.1 million 
to investigate former Arthur Andersen 
accountants for their work audits of energy 
firm Enron. But controversy and lack of 
resolution continue in the wake of the 
Enron scandal. Some two years ago, the 
accountancy board revoked the licenses 
of two key Enron auditors, Carl Bass and 
Thomas Bauer, for violations relating to 
auditing standards, accounting principles, 
competence, and discreditable acts. It was  
eight years after Enron collapsed, taking 
more than $2 billion in employee pension 
plans' value with it. A panel of administra-
tive law judges had recommended that 
Bass and Bauer, former partners with 
Arthur Anderson, be fined and 
admonished. After the state Board of 
Public Accountancy voted to revoke 
instead, Bass and Bauer appealed, and in 
April 2010, State District Judge Rhonda 
Hurley found that the board had violated 
the Open Meetings Act, engaging in what 
she called a "charade of deliberation" by 
going into executive session four times as 

it considered appropriate discipline. The 
revocations remain in effect as the board 
has appealed Hurley's recommendation 
that they be voided; a ruling on that appeal 
is not expected for several more months.  

 

"Friending": Professional conflict of 

interest? 
 

May a judge and a lawyer who appears 
before the judge in a case be "friends" on 
a social networking site like Facebook? 
The Supreme Court of Ohio addressed 
this question in a December 3 opinion. 
The bottom line: "There is no bright-line 
rule. Not all social relationships, online or 
otherwise, require a judge's disqualifica-
tion." The court's Board of Commissioners 
on Grievances and Discipline noted that a 
social network "friend" may or may not be 
a friend in the traditional sense of the 
word, and to comply with court ethical 
rules judges must avoid commenting on 
pending matters, or viewing a party's or 
witness's page on a social networking site. 
A judge should disqualify himself or 
herself if a social networking relationship 
with a lawyer creates bias or prejudice 
concerning the lawyer for a party. The 
opinion noted that outside Ohio, some 

judges had been publicly reprimanded for 
social network misconduct.  
 

Board loses again in dispute with 

sheriff over subpoenaed records 
 
On November 5, the Supreme Court of 
Louisiana denied the appeal of the state 
nursing board in its case against Sid J. 
Gautreaux, sheriff of East Baton Rouge. 
The board subpoenaed the sheriff and 
district attorney for reports concerning a 
nurse who was accused of sexually 
assaulting a patient. The sheriff and DA 
turned over the arrest report but refused to 
give the board their investigatory files, 
contending that they pertained to a 
pending criminal proceeding, and that the 
board could interfere with the prosecution 
given board policy to provide all 
documents it intends to use in a 
disciplinary hearing to the accused nurse. 
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